
problems, and make decisions that can improve the quality of their lives; it develops atti-
tudes, such as curiosity or sensitivity to environmental concerns, that foster taking re-
sponsibility for one’s actions; and it guides students in understanding real life issues and
participating in a global society—the hallmark of scientifically literate citizens. Finally,
some students will be encouraged by their studies in the elementary and middle level to
pursue science studies in high school grades,when the study of science is often optional,
and in postsecondary education.

Science Affects Every Aspect of Our Lives

As you saw in Portfolio Activity 1.4, science (or technology that results from the efforts
of science) affects every aspect of our lives in the workplace, at home,at school, in trans-
portation, and in entertainment.Young children are especially curious and interested in
understanding phenomena in their lives. They ask a lot of “Why?” and “What if?” ques-
tions. Much of what they are curious about is related to science.

Students Acquire Useful Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes

By studying science, children acquire knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will be useful
to them throughout their lives as they engage in such activities as choosing lifestyle
habits related to food and exercise, conducting everyday activities that affect the envi-
ronment, making informed voting decisions, and solving everyday problems. For exam-
ple, knowledge about the systems of the human body and nutrition provides the basis
for making informed decisions about the food one eats. Skills such as comparing and
contrasting are involved in selecting one food over another.Attitudes, such as curiosity,
lead one to seek more information about nutrition and exercise in journals or on the
World Wide Web.

Portfolio Activity 1.4 WHY SHOULD CHILDREN LEARN SCIENCE?

Materials Needed:
• A sheet of paper
• Something to write with

A. On a sheet of paper, make three columns. Label the
first column “Things I Did Today,” label the second
column “Related Science Concept,” and label the
third column “Related Questions.” Take about five
minutes to reconstruct what you did since you got up
this morning. List as many things as you can remem-
ber in the first column.

B. In the second column, identify as many related science
concepts as you can. For example, you may have used

a curling iron and hair spray to style your hair. The
curling iron is heated with electricity, and the hair
spray is a chemical, so the related concepts are elec-
tricity and chemistry.

C. In the third column, write down related questions
for each situation, such as “How can I make hair
spray work better?”and “Where does electricity
come from?”

D. Reflect upon the list you have constructed. How does
it help answer the question “Why should children
learn science?” Record your thoughts and your lists in
your portfolio.
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